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With the permission of Mrs. Jane (Rice) Johnson of Madisonville, KY ( 1997), we print
her High School Term Paper of 1937.
Notation of her High School teacher: "A comp. - A effort. A very valuable original
contribution of very significant local interest. T.O. Hall.

THE HISTORY
OF
THE S.E. RICE TOBACCO FACTORY

BY
JANE RICE
TOBACCO IN MUHLENBERG COUNTY

•

•

The first tobacco cultivated in Muhlenberg, as far as is now known, was raised about
the year 1802. Comparatively few large crops were produced in the county until about a
quarter of a century after the plant had been introduced. Since the year 1830 tobacco
has been one of the county's principal products. Muhlenberg's leaf and strips and its
manufactured tobaccos are now well known by the tobacco merchants and by the
consumers of the weed. Over two and a half million pounds were raised annually as
early as 1870, and since that time the county's yield has fluctuated between three
million and five million pounds a year. (History of Muhlenberg County--by Rathert).
William Martin who came to Muhlenberg in 1805, is the pioneer of the plug-tobacco
business in the county. In the '30s of the last century he laid the foundations of an
industry that after his time developed and gave to Greenville and Muhlenberg a wide
reputation as a tobacco raising, rehandling, and manufacturing place. In the course of
time William Martin was followed by three of his sons, and they in turn by some of their
sons, and so on down through four generations. In fact most of the tobacco rehandling
and manufacturing in Muhlenberg has been done by some of his descendants.
It was in 1835, in the Old Liberty neighborhood, that William Martin first
manufactured plug tobacco. The tobacco raised in those days was about the same kind
of Yellow-Prior and shoestring still grown in some parts of the county. His son Dabney
A. Martin later went to Virginia and there studied the culture of tobacco and introduced
some other varieties equally well adapted to the soil in this section of the dark-tobacco
district. William Martin selected the best leaf for his plug, using not only his crop but
also purchasing the crops of his neighbors. Most of the tobacco he handled was
manufactured into plug each year during the course of a few months. His trash, lugs,
and inferior leaf he prized into hogsheads and shipped to New Orleans via Kincheloe's
Bluff, RT. Martin, speaking of the poor transportation facilities the shippers of tobacco
had during the early days, says: "They packed and prized the tobacco into hogsheads
around a long p<ile which passed through the center. To the ends of the protruding pole
they fastened tw0 poles, to which horses were hitched, and in that way pulled and
rolled the hogsheads to the Bluff. This "carrying" was done when the roads were dry;
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nevertheless, mud holes were sometimes encountered and the tobacco would become
more or less damaged." (History of Muhlenberg).
William Martin had no wooden screws or any other contrivances that in any way
approached modern appliances. He simply stemmed and redried the leaf and then
packed it into crude forms or molds, to 'Nhich he applied pressure by pulling down on
one end of a twenty foot beam, the other end of 'Nhich was tenoned in a mortise cut for
that purpose in one of the heavy timbers of his barn. After the beam or lever had been
pulled down by all the human muscle it was held in position by means of a swardlike
hickory peg stuck into one of a series of auger-holes in the wall. The pressure thus
produced and held was so great that, according to local traditions, "it not only made the
juice fly, but turned the tobacco into solid cakes as black as the niggers who done the
squeezing." These plugs of ''flat chewing" usually weighed about eight ounces, and
were packed into boxes holding from one hundred to one hundred and fifty pounds.
William Martin followed only a few years the manufacturing business he had started.
However, before he quit, one of his sons, William Campbell Martin, took up the same
work and continued in it until about 1840. (History of Muhlenberg County by Rathert).
In 1840 Dabney A and Ellington W. Ma~in, two of the younger sons of William
Martin, established a plant on North Main Street in Greenville, and there began the
making of the brand known as "Greenville Tobacco". This famous brand was
manufactured in Greenville for more than half a century. From a good trade in the
South, it gradually spread to many parts of the Union. Dabney A and Ellington W.
Martin were the first local men to use screws, and also the first to introduce flavoring
and sweetening in plug tobacco. They loaded their wagons, each holding about four
thousand pounds, and started them on long trips through the South. These large
wagons were usually accompanied by one or two smaller ones, for the purpose of
making side-trips from the main road and the moving source of supply. They delivered
their goods on consignment; that is, to be paid for when sold, or to be returned 'Nhen
called for by the manufacturer. The quality of and the demand for their "Greenville
Tobacco" was such that they seldom were obliged to relieve any one of unsold stock.
There was no internal revenue tax on manufactured tobacco in those days and their
plug tobacco usually sold for "two bits", or twenty-five cents, a pound. (History of
Muhlenberg County).
Dabney A and Ellington W. Martin were the first men in Muhlenberg County to
export strips or stemmed tobacco. As early as 1845 they added a stemmery to their
factory. The plug and the strip business were both successful, and resulted in the
accumulation of a large fortune. Most of their plug-tobacco trade, as already stated,
was in the South. After the Civil War began they were unable to collect any bills.
Furthermore, much of their tobacco was confiscated, and all their slaves were set free.
The combined effect of these reverses was very disastrous. However, they continued in
the business until shortly after the close of the war. In 1869 they sold their plant to
Hugh N. Martin, who manufactured in the same building for a few years and then
transferred the machinery to Chestnut Street, where in 1875 he added a stemmery and
began putting up strips for the English Market. In 1899 he removed to Louisville and
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.........................................................................................................................
there continued the leaf-and-strip business.In the meantime other men went into the
tobacco business in Greenville. Among those who began in the early days of this
industry was George W . Short, who about 1843 began to manufacture plug tobacco.
He operated until 1860. Shortly after his death his plant was converted into a
rehandling house, and remained as such until its distruction by fire. A few years after
the close of the war Hugh N. Martin, as already stated, began to make plug tobacco.
About the year 1874 Ezekiel Rice, a grandnephew of the original William Martin,
started the manufacture of plug tobacco. He also handled leaf and put up a few strips.
In 1899 Ezekiel Rice moved to Louisville and one year later sold out to the American
Tobacco Company. Beginning about the year 1875 Charles E. Martin and William Irvin
and also D.A. Martin and T.M. Morgan, began manufacturing tobacco, but continued in
that line only a short time. During the latter part of the '?O's Richard T. Martin began the
plug-tobacco business. In 1902 he sold his machinery and brands to a company in
Hopkinsville, to which city the plant was moved. Charles Y. Martin made plug and twist
from 1880 to 1895; among his brands was the famous "XL Greenville". C.Y. Martin and
Company now rehandle and export leaf tobacco and strips. In 1895 T.M. Green was
among the main facturers. In 1902 the S.E. Rice Tobacco Company began the
manufacture of plug and pipe tobaccos, and in 1902 Buren Martin started in the plug
business. The S.E. Rice Tobacco Company and Buren Martin and Company, of
Greenville, are now the only tobacco manufacturers in the county.
The tobacco manufacturing business was at its height in Muhlenberg from about
1892 to 1898, when the four or five factories produced a total of about one million
pounds a year. (1 ).
The two manufactories now in Greenville use much of the tobacco raised in the
county. Most of Muhlenberg's crops, however, are "put on the open floor" or "pooled"
and then sold to local or outside buyers, who ship the weed to Louisville and other
tobacco manufacturing cities. Since 1906 a control of the annual yield has been
attempted by an organized body of men, who limit the size of their crops by following an
agreement governing each farmer's acreage. During the past few years "pools" have
been formed in which certain farmers cooperate to dispose of their combined crops to
one buyer, to whom they sell at contract prices and who pays them their specified
prices according to grades determined by the judges who grade it. The old way-the
more important way-of selling a crop is known as the open floor. In this case the farmer
raises as much tobacco as he cares to and sells it to any one who, in his judgment,
makes the best offer. (1 ).
While the rehandlers and manufacturers are engaged in disposing of the tobacco
that is raised year after year, and while the consumers of the weed are enjoyed a
smoke or a chew or a dip of snuff, many of the farmers of Muhlenberg are busy looking
after another crop. The growing of good tobacco meant hard labor in the olden times,
and it means hard labor now. No crop requires more care or greater patience than
tobacco. From the sowing of the seed to the hauling of the product to market, every
stage requires its own particular kind of weather. Should one of these ungovernable
conditions fail to prevail at the right time, the quantity and quality of the tobacco are
seriously affected. In fact, the uncertainty of the outcome has made it somewhat of a
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"gambling game". A crop of tobacco is the source of much worry, watching, and
waiting. It usually represents a tenant's toil, for as a rule it is a "cropper's crop". (1 ).
A tobacco crop now, as in the past, is worked along with other crops, and demands
constant attention for "thirteen months of the year". The outdoor work begins with the
clearing, burning, sowing, and canvassing of the plant bed, and continues down
through the breaking of the ground, making of hills, setting and sometimes resetting of
the plants; then follows the hoeing and plowing, the priming, topping, suckering,
worming, cutting, and housing. After it is hung in the tobacco barn it is cured by either
air-drying or by firing. After it has been cured and has "come in order" then the
stripping, sorting, tying, and bulking take place. The next important event is to load the
tobacco on a wagon and "carry" it to town and deliver it to the buyer. (1 ).
At present many of the farmers in the northern part of the county cure their tobacco
by air-drying it, while most of those living in the southern half fire it. The curing of
tobacco by firing was probably introduced into Muhlenberg by the raisers of the first
crops. However, it was not extensively practiced until about 1825, after which time until
about 1850 all of the local product was fired. Since the Civil War the air-drying process
has been resumed to some extent in the lowe~ part of the county. (1 ).
Although firing is the most disagreeable and hazardous part of the management of
the crop, it, like all other barn work, nevertheless results usually in a pleasant time for
those who participate. On this occasion card-playing, potato-roasting, story-telling, and
the playing of pranks take place around the slowly burning logs until long after the
midnight hour. In fact, a jovial spirit generally prevails during all the indoor work,
especially at the stripping. Old traditions are then recalled, the latest happenings
discussed, new stories introduced, and many of the old jokes and tales retold. Among
the latter are a number that have the reputation of being "as old as the hills". One is to
the effect that Grandfather Somebody had a calf trained so that when he turned it into
his tobacco patch it nipped off the tops of all the plants, thus sparing the farmer the
trouble of topping. Another is that Uncle So-and-so had tobacco worms as large as the
largest watermelons, and that he could not get rid of them in any other way by shooting
them. At one time, so the tale is told, worms were so bad that the children could not go
to school, not because they might be needed at home to pick the pests or kill the
"green hail", but because the worms might attack and possibly devour the pupils on the
road! The punster never fails to say that old man Somebody set out tobacco plants
his day until he became "stoop-ed". (1 ).
The stripping is the first step toward the "winding up" of the crop, and every man
who has worked on it is more or less interested in its weight and worth. Practically
every one concerned either makes a guess or bets on the number of pounds, the
proportion of leaf, lugs, and trash, and the price it will bring. Some not only guess or bet
on the tobacco on which they have spent so many days of hard work, but often wager
on other crops in the neighborhood. (1 ).
The average crop raised in Muhlenberg consists of about three and one half acres,
on each of which are planted about thirty-five hundred plants. Every acre produces
from six hundred to a thousand pounds; in some instances the yield has reached
eighteen hundred pounds. The average is about nine hundred pounds. The weight is
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governed by the character of the season and the soil, and the worth by the quality and
the supply and demand. Not withstanding this complicated state of affairs, opinions
regarding the pounds in the crop and the price it will bring vary only a little. (1 ).
The history of every crop is a combination of tragedy, romance, and comedy. In
spite of the constant work, unavoidable worry, and frequent disappointments, the
raising and handling to tobacco now has and always has had many pleasant features,
in the field as well in the barn. Not the least among these features is watching the
green leaves turn into greenbacks.

THE HISTORY OF THE S.E. RICE TOBACCO FACTORY

•

•

In 1869 Hugh N. Martin and Company composed of the following members; Hugh N.
Martin, Thomas H. Martin, and Joseph R. Martin, father of our late Clarence Martin.
They manufactured in the same building for a few years and then transferred the
machinery to a new building on Chestnut Street, where in 1875 they added a stemery
and began putting up strips for the English market. In a few years their business had
grown to such an extent that the facilities were inadequate to meet demands. Son in
1899 they moved to Louisville, Kentucky, where water, current, and pow-er were
plentiful. (2) .
George W. Short began the manufacturing of Greenville plug tobacco in the year of
1843. He operated until 1860. Shortly after his death, his plant was converted into a
rehandling house and remained as such until its distruction by fire. (7) (1 ).
About the year of 1874 Ezekiel Rice, a grand-nephew of the original William Martin,
began the manufacture of Greenville plug tobacco in a frame building on the east side
of Main Street on a lot where the home of L. E. Rice and the Methodist Church and
Parsonage now stand. He too had a rapidly growing business and found water supply
and power inadequate. They likewise moved to Louisville, Kentucky, in 1899 and
continued in the manufacturing business for a few years and then sold to the American
Tobacco Company of New York. (2).
About 1875 Charles E. Martin and William Irwin and also D.A. Martin and F.M.
Morgan began the manufacturing of tobacco but continued in that line only a short time.
(3).
During the latter part of the ?O's, Richard T. Martin organized the firm of R.T. Martin
and Company, composed of R.T. Martin and a brother known as "Long Charlie Martin"
They likewise manufactured Greenville Plug Tobacco until 1902, when they sold their
brands and machinery to E.W. Eggleton of Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
They then reorganized under the firm name of Buren Martin and Company,
composed of R.T. Martin and a son, Buren Martin. They continued the manufacturing of
tobacco in the same building on Walnut Street until about 1916. When they sold the
plant, brands, and equipment to W. M. Martin, a son of Charles Y. Martin, and Sherman
Vick of Owensboro, Kentucky, who continued to operateunder the firm name of Buren
Martin and Company until the death of W.M. Martin in 1935, which business has since
been liquidated. (4) (5) (6) (7).
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Charles Y. Martin and Dabney Martin began the manufacture of tobacco under the
name of C.Y. Martin and Company in 1880 and discontinued in about 1895Among his
brands were the famous X. L. Greenville plug. They afterwards put in a large redrying
and ordering machine for rehandling and exporting leaf and strip tobaccos. This
business likewise was liquidated in the 20's. (3).
In 1899 Rufus F. Martin purchased the old E. Rice building on Main Street in
Greenville and organized the firm of Martin, Reynolds and Company, composed of
Rufus F. Martin, J.E. Reynolds, and E.J. Puryear. This firm bought large quantitieSJf
tobacco in Muhlenberg County for rehandling and export purposes. The majority of this
tobacco was shipped via New Orleans to England, Norway, and Belgium. (3).
After the death of Rufus F. Martin in 1902, this business was reorganized in 1905
under the firm name of Martin, Puryear and Company, composed of C.E. Martin, E.J.
Puryear, and Hodge Tobes of Kentucky. In 1916 this firm sold the old E. Rice building
to the Methodist Church and purchased the H.N. Martin buildings on Chestnut Street.
They continued operating as rehandlers and exporters of tobacco until 1925. Then it
was reorganized again under the firm name of Martin, Puryear Tobacco Company,
composed of C.E. Martin, E.J. Puryear, and V.E. Ford. This firm existed until the death
of E.J. Puryear on December 31, 1935. It was then organized under the firm name of
Martin and Ford, and they are today handlers and exporters of leaf tobacco. (7) (1) (4).
The S.E. Rice Tobacco Company was incorporated in 1902. The stock being owned
by S.E. Rice, J.F. Rice, Thomas E. Sumner, J.W. Lam, C.E. Martin, and E.J. Puryear.
This firm was located in a building on the south side of North Main Street, about fifty
feet from Depot Street. This firm manufactured the brands known as Rice's Best, J.B.
Homespun, and S. E. Rice Greenville. (2).
About the year 1910 they purchased the brands sold to E.H. Eggleton by the R.T.
Martin Tobacco Company. This added Old Peach Twist and Elk's Choice to their
brands. (4) (5) (6) (7).
After a disastrousfire in 1914, this firm moved to the old E. Rice buildings on Main
Street, sold by Martin, Puryear and Company to the Methodist Church. During the time
from 1914 to 1920 L.E. Rice, B.G. Rice, C.J. Rice, and R.E. Rice purchased the stock
of J.F. Rice, Thomas E. Sumner, J.W. Lam, C.E. Martin, and E.J. Puryear and
reorganized the S.E. Rice Tobacco Company, making it a partnership instead of a
corporation. (2) (7) (8).
In 1922 the Rice Brothers built a brick and concrete building on the east side of
Cherry Street for the purpose of Manufacturing tobacco. Its brands are sold all over
Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee, and Missouri. Rice's Best is the firm's leading
seller all over their entire territory, more of this brand being sold than all other similar
brands combined. This business is still in operation and is the only manufacturing plant
left in Greenville out of the great Manufacturing industries that once made Greenville a
tobacco center known all over the Southland for its famous "Greenville Plug Tobacco".
(2-3-4-5-6-7-8).
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1. History of Muhlenberg County--by Rathert pages 380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385,
386.
2. Records of The S.E. Rice Tobacco Factory.
3. Records of the Martin and Puryear Firm.
4. Interview of R.E. Rice--------------March 28, 1937.
5. Interview of C.J. Rice-------------April 1, 1937.
6. Interview of L. E. Rice--------------------April 3, 1937.
7. Interview of B.G. Rice------------April 7, 1937.
8. Business Directory of Greenville----- March 1, 1937.

The following was transcribed in their entirety from Muhlenberg County KY Guardian
Bonds 1858-1866 on Microfilm reel #556965 (KNTC-1) by Carol Brown of Greenville,
KY (1997).

•

Page 151.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, whereas Richard H. Jones has been
appointed by the County Court of Muhlenberg County, and has qualified as guardian to
Benjamin R. Mason, a minor & infant son of Robert Mason, dec'd. Now, We R.H. Jones
as principal and L.R. Matthews his surety, do here by covenant to and with the
Commonwealth of Kentucky the said R.H. Jones, well, faithfully discharge the trust of
guardian to said minor, in all respects as required by law.
Signed this 23 day of June 1860.
Test: T.J. Jones, D.C.
R.H. Jones & T.B. Matthews
Page 187.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, whereas F.B. Hancock has been
appointed by the County Court of Muhlenberg County, and has qualified as guardian to
George A. Bell, infant son of Geo. Bell, dec'd., & Mary A. Bell minors. Now we F.B.
Hancock as principal and Thomas Terry his surety, do hereby convenant to and with
the Commonwealth of Kentucky, that the said F.B. Hancock will faithfully discharge the
trust of guardian to said minor, in all respects as required by law.
Signed this 23 day of November 1860.
F.B. Hancock & Thomas Terry

•

Page 193.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, whereas Henry S. Hays has been
appointed by the County Court of Muhlenberg County, & has qualified as guardian to
(NOTE: Joseph Henry Hays name was marked out & his bond is on page 199)
Zachariah Taylor Hays, infant sons of J.W. Hays, dec'd., under 14 years of age. Now
we, Henry S. Hays as principal and Thomas G. Letchford & John Hensley his sureties,
do hereby covenant to and with the Commonwealth of Kentucky that the said Heny L.
Hays will faithfully discharge the trust of guardian to said minors, in all respects as
required by law.
Signed this 1st day of Dec 1860.
H.L. Hays, Thomas G. (his mark) Litchford & John (his mark) Hensley
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Page 195.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, whereas Henry L. Hays has been
appointed by the County Court of Muhlenberg County, and has qualified as guardian to
Lucinda Jane Hays, a minor under 14 years of age, and infant child of J. W. Hays,
dec'd. Now we Henry L. Hays as principal and Thomas G. Litchfield and John Hensley
his sureties, do hereby covenant to and with the Commonwealth of Kentucky that the
said Henry L. Hays will faithfully discharge the trust of guardian to said minor, in all
respects as required by law.
Signed this 1st day of Dec 1860.
H.L. Hays, Thomas G. (his mark) Litchford & John (his mark) Hensley.
Test: T.J. Jones, D.C.

Page 197.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, whereas Henry L. Hays has been
appointed by the County Court of Muhlenberg County and has qualified as guardian to
Manerva Ann Hays, under 14 years of age, minor of J. W. Hays, dec'd. Now we Henry
L. Hays as principal and Thomas G. Litchford and John Hensley his sureties do hereby
covenant to and with the Commonwealth of Kentucky that the said Henry L. Hays will
faithfully discharge the trust of guardian to said minor, in all respects as required by
law.
Signed this 1st day of Dec 1860.
H.L. Hays, Thomas G. (his mark) Litchford & John (his mark) Hensley.
Test: T.J. Jones, D.C.

•

•

Page 199.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, whereas Henry L. Hays has been
appointed by the County Court of Muhlenberg County, and has qualified as guardian to
Joseph Henry Hays, a minor over age of 14. Now we Henry L. Hays as principal and
James I. Wilcox and Wm. H. Wilcox his sureties, do hereby covenant to and with the
Commonwealth of Kentucky that the said Henry L. Hays will faithfully discharge the
trust of guardian to said minor, in all respects as required by law.
Signed this 3rd day of Dec 1860.
H.L. Hays, J.I. Wilcox & W.H. Wilcox.

Page 221.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, whereas C.B. Wickliffe has been
appointed by the County Court of Muhlenberg County and has qualified as guardian to
Robert Wickliffe Jones, a minor of Richard Jones. Now we, C.B. Wickliffe as principal
and John Whitehouse and Aaron Wickliffe his sureties, do hereby covenant to and with
the Commonwealth of Kentucky that the said C.B. Wickliffe will faithfully discharge the
trust of guardian to said minor, in all respects as required by law.
Signed this 25th of Feb 1861.
Charles B. Wickliffe, Aaron Wickliffe & John Whitehouse.
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·························································································································
CIRCUIT COURT
OF
MUHLENBERG COUNTY, KENTUCKY
March Term 1848
Wednesday, March 22, 1848

DAVID G. WILLIS, ETC
vs
BRITTON WILLIS EXECUTOR
& OTHERS

)
)
)
)

_________________ )
)

•

In Chancery
Order Book #9
Page 300

This day came the parties aforesaid by their counsel and
thereupon came the jurors of a jury towit, John Sobell, Nathan
Eades, James B. Hancock, Isaac Ingram, Robert Williams, William W.
Martin, William I. McNary, Eli Fortney, George W. Hayden, John
Duvall, Daniel Tudor & Charles Morehead who, being elected, tryed
and - - - - - , - - - the truth to speak upon the issue joined, who,
after hearing the testimony offered in the case & not being time to
go through the trial owing to the lateness of the hour, it is
ORDERED that the jurors aforesaid have leave to disperse & return
here on tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock to which time further
proceedings therein are continued.
Transcribed by Betty Boone 5/6/96
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

HARRY CLAY OLIVER
Harry Clay Oliver, 72, died at his home near Nortonville at 8 p.m. Friday, July 25.
The body was taken to the home of his sister, Mrs. Cary Raymer, Depoy. The funeral
service was conducted at Vernal Grove church at 4:30 p.m. last Saturday by Rev. R.O.
Jones. Burial was in the church cemetery. The pallbearers were Leland Latham, Bill
Stobaugh, Everett McKay, Depoy; Bill McKay, Madisonville; Eulis Uzzle, Chester Lewis,
White Plains; Austin Gossett, Graham.
She is survived by three sisters, Mrs. Cary Raymer, Mrs. Ed Traylor and Mrs, Ira
McKay, Depoy; two grandaughters, Mrs. Paul Jarvis, Nortonville, and Mrs. D.C.
Franklin, Mortons Gap.
•

Greenville Leader

31 July 1937.
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CIRCUIT COURT

•

OF

MUHLENBERG COUNTY, KENTUCKY
May(?) Term 1848

DAVID G. WILLIS, ETC
vs
BRITTON WILLIS EXECUTOR
& OTHERS

________________

)
)
)
)
)
)

Order Book #9
Page 389

And thereupon it is DECREED AND ORDERED that so far as the
said Bill goes to contest the Will of Britton Willis, deceased, the
same be dismissed, and that the said Will be established as
recorded in the County Court, and that the Complainants pay to the
Defendants, the executor and devi~ees of said Willis, their costs
herein expended, and upon the residue of the bill, it is DECREED
AND ORDERED that JOHN CAMPBELL be and he is hereby appointed a
Commissioner to audit and settle the accounts of the Executor
preparatory to a final distribution under the Will and that he
Report to Court, and to that end their cause is continued.

•

Transcribed by Betty Boone 5/6/96

ROBERT LEE SMITH

Robert Lee Smith, 64, died at his home in Luzerne at 2 a.m. Friday, July 25. The
funeral service was conducted by Rev. Carl Smith, at the Luzerne church, at 2 p.m. last
Saturday. Burial was in the Unity church cemetery. The pallbearers were Virgil Shanks,
Allen Roberts, Floyd Vincent, Lyndell Oglesby, Roosevelt Sallee and Taylor McDonald.
He is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Howard Walker and Mrs. Edward Jarvis; one
son, Albert Smith, all of Luzerne; three sisters, Mrs. Effie Carmack and Mrs. Minnie
Belle Shanks, both of Crofton; Mrs. Callie Fields, Hopkinsville; one brother, Will Smith,
Mannington.
Greenville Leader

31 July 1937.
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CIRCUIT COURT
OF
MUHLENBERG COUNTY, KENTUCKY
March Term 1847

ANN WILLIS
vs

BRITTON WILLIS EXECUTOR
& HEIRS

Order Book #9
page 166

)
)
)
)

DAVID G. WILLIS, ETC
vs

BRITTON WILLIS EXECUTOR
& OTHERS

)

•

Order Book #9
Page 166

This day came the Complainant (Ann Willis) by her c_ounsel and
exhibited her Answer to the Defendant's cross-bill, which was
thereupon ordered to be filed; and
THEREUPON the Joint Answer of the Defendants Cundiff & wife;
P. Smith & Wife; Mallery & Wright to the Bill of DAVID G. WILLIS
was exhibited & ordered to be filed.

Transcribed by Betty Boone 5/6/96

***********************************••····················································································

MRS. RUTH E. SEARS

Mrs. Ruth Emmaline Sears, 77, died at her home a 7 p.m. Friday, July 25. The
funeral was conducted at Joines Chapel church at 2 p.m. last Saturday by Rev. Allen
Higgins. Burial was in the church cemetery.
She is survived by one daughter, Mrs. Johnnie Gary, Greenville; one son, Ernest
Sears and one step-son, Taylor Sears, both of Todd County.
•

Greenville Leader

31 July 1937_
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•

COUNTY COURT
MUHLENBERG COUNTY, KENTUCKY
September Term 1848

In re:

)
)
)

Will of Britton
Willis, deceased

________________

In Probate

)

)

S. D. CHATHAM
In receipt

Note: This receipt was found among the
loose papers filed in a bundle in the
Muhlenberg Co, KY Circuit Court Case of
Ann Willis vs Britton Willis Executor & Heirs

•

Receiv~d of BRITTON W:LLIS per JESSE H. RENO Twenty Dollars
for the making of two coffins, one of which (was) for a negro man
named PHILIP, the other for B. WILLIS, dec'd.
This 27 Sept 1848
/s/ S. D. Chatham
Transcribed by Betty Boone
5/5/96
BEVERLY DREXEL MAYES

Beverly Drexel Mayes, three monts old, died at the home of his parents, near
Greenville, at 10 p.m. Wednesday. Funeral services will be conducted by Rev. Allen
Higgins, at Clifty, on Friday afternoon.
Greenville Leader

19 October 1944.

•

•
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CIRCUIT COURT
OF
MUHLENBERG COUNTY, KENTUCKY
September Term 1846

ANN WILLIS
vs

BRITTON WILLIS EXECUTOR
& HEIRS

_________________

)
)
)
)
)
)

Order Book #9
pages 137-138

This day came the parties aforesaid by their counsel and
thereupon CHANEY, one of the defendant(s) named in the Complaint's
bill exhibited her Answer thereto which, being sworn to, is ordered
to be filed; and

•

On motion of the Complainant by her counsel, and it appearing
to the satisfaction of the Court that JAMES WRIGHT & JANE, his
wife, late Willis; -- WILLIAM WILLIS; SETH HOWELL & LETITIA, his
wife, late Willis; JOHN MAHONE & CYTHIA ANN, his wife, late Willis,
JOHN WILLIS; LAVINIA WILLIS & FELIX WILLIS, children & heirs of
MATTHEW WILLIS, deceased;
WINIFRED MALLORY, late Will is;
WILLIAM NEWMAN & NANCY JANE, his wife, late Willis; (blank space)
MILLER & BETSY ANN, his wife, late Willis; (blank space) STEPHENSON
& FRANCES, his wife, late Willis; (blank space) SNODLEY & MARGARET,
his wife, late Willis; BRITTON WILLIS, DAVID G. WILLIS, WILLIAM
WILLIS, THOMAS WILLIS & MATTHEW WILLIS, children of THOMAS WILLIS,
deceased; -- and the following negroes towit HENLEY RUSSELL, ROSE
& POLLY ANN, are no(t) inhabitants of this Commonwealth;
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that they be warned to appear here on
or before the first day of the next March term of this Court and
aswer the Complainant's bill, to which time furtrhere proceedings
herein are continued.
Dated:

September 18, 1846

Transcribed by Betty Boone, 5/6/96

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
!!Ill

•

DUES ARE DUE

11!1!

Now is the time to renew your membership.
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MUD RIVER UNION SCHOOL

1908-1909

Parent or Guardian

N~s of Children

Joe Evans
G.N. Covington

Pearl Evans
Lonie Whitehouse
Wilber J.
Estel
Other
Oscar
Yelha.

J.W. Green, Jr.
Kellie Ball

•

Abra

H.M. Harlison
W.H. Jernigan

R.H. Mallory
W.F. Weatherford
J.W. Frazier
Ella Book
A.J. Wocxiridge
Moses Stanley

C.B. Long

Bun
General
Earl
Dora
Bessie
Roy
Carance
Willie
George
Farlend
Sarah
Frank Bracken
Willie
Willie
Lillie
George
Jessie
Willie
Sanford
Roy
Bunnie
Estel
Lizzie

•

Eva

W.J. Long

Dave Lewis

Frank Edings
verge smith •

Billie
Nat Long
Franklin
Fred
Piner
Francis
Tewry
elide
Cecil
Oscar
Mamie
Elcie Ml.lm2

8/23/94

•

•
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MUD RIVER UNION SCHOOL (cont.)
Parent or Guardian

F .K. Bethel

Names of Children

Pearl Bethel
Bertha
Rosa
John
Nannie
Maudie Hartison
Elcie
Finnie
11

II

II

II

Speling Hartison

II

II

******************************************************************************************************

MRS. MARY ALICE CISNEY

•

Mrs. Mary Alice Cisney, 78 years old, died at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Edgar
Armstrong, and Mr. Armstrong, of Rosewood, Friday, January 17. Funeral services
were conducted at the Rosewood Methodist church, of which Mrs. Cisney was a
member, at 2 p.m. Monday. Burial was in the church cemetery. Surviving are one
daughter, Mrs. Edgar Armstrong; one son, Henry Cisney, of Louisville, and two sisters,
Mrs. Lou Jenkins and Mrs. Jimmie Rice. Seven grandchildren also survive.
Greenville Leader

24 January 1936.

Leslie Young Mathis, Cleaton, Buried Friday

Gleaton - Leslie Young Mathis, 71, died Wednesday in the Muhlenberg Community
Hospital. He was born in Greenville and was a member of the Gleaton Baptist Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Massie Mathis, two sons, Edward Mathis, Melrose Park,
Ill. and Leroy Mathis, Miami, Fla.; three daughters, Mrs. Lester McElwain, Gleaton; Mrs.
James Donnan and Mrs. Luther Clinton, both of Chicago, 16 grandchildren and five
great grandchildren, one sister, Mrs. Ada Rose, Central City.
Services were held Friday in the Gleaton Baptist Church conducted by the Rev.
Leonard Young. Burial was in Dukes Cemetery.

•

Greenville Leader

16 April 1959.
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QUERIES

•

CARTER - STOBAUGH
Seeking information on Hannah CARTER STOBAUGH born 1811 ?,died 26 July
1891, buried Stobaugh Cemetery, Muhlenberg County KY. Married 19 October 1833 to
Stephen Louis STOBAUGH born 1803-1808, died 6 December 1860, buried Stobaugh
Cemetery, Muhlenberg County KY. Parents unknown.
Sue Wright Cavin, Route 2 Box 608, Rose Hill, VA 24281.
THOMPSON - WATKINS - COLEMAN
Seeking information on Samuel A. THOMPSON born unknown, parents William and
Nancy, died 27 January 1884, married Sarah A. Jane WATKINS born 1843? in
Muhlenberg County KY, died 11 December 1895, buried unknown, parents Charles
WATKINS and Rebecca M. COLEMAN. Need information on WATKINS, COLEMAN
and THOMPSON.
Sue Wright Cavin, Route 2 Box 608, Rose Hill, VA 24281.

FARRIS - RENO
Seeking information, circa 1820 to 1850, on family of Buford FARRIS and his wife
Americus RENO FARRIS. Buford born about 1808 in Washington County KY and
moved to Muhlenberg County KY where he died. Sons Legrand Rucker FARRIS and
William H. ( or William J.) FARRIS.
Gary S. Farris, 5316 West Newell Court, Spokane, WA 99208.

11111

DUES ARE DUE

•

11111

Now is the time to renew your membership.

We have enjoyed having you as a member this year and look forward to having you
as a member next year.

Looking Forward to 1998 I!!

We hope to make your "Heritage" both interesting and informative. With your help
we can accomplish this. Please send in Bible Records, Ancestor Charts, Deeds, Wills,
Court Orders, Land Surveys or any other records you may have.
*****************************************************************************************************

•

•
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The Electronic Family Tree
(Genealogy Meets The Web)
By
Jim Wallace

Background

•

•

Imagine that you have been searching for your 4th paternal great grandfather for the past
20 years and cannot get beyond the inevitable genealogy "brick wall". This has really become an
obsession with you - your life has become a blur of unanswered mail, you have forgotten to pay
your bills, your family has decided to have you examined by a competent psychiatrist, and even
your dog doesn't like you any more.
Anyone in genealogy has more or less been there and done that - although we haven't
carried it to the extremes listed above. Well, fret no more, the electronic age has found genealogy!
Computers, in conjunction with the ability to reach out to anyone in the world who also has a
computer (or access to one), has truly made us a "Global Village". The W.W.W. (World Wide
Web) has been around now for a few years, and it appears that it is really here to stay. I, for one,
am very happy about that. Now don't get me wrong, there is still no substitute for good old
fashioned legwork and research. Those are still the foundations of good genealogical detective
work much the same as solid sources are the foundation for a good genealogy report.
What the electronic age means for genealogy is access I Not only are there massive
databases to explore, but individual webpages that are full of infonnation. Your web browser can
take you to the Library Of Congress, The National Archives, Toe Library of Virginia, The
Manuscript Collection at the Library of Duke University
. just about anywhere you want to go
and see what is on file. As an added bonus, the user can use the "email" facility of his browser to
talk to anyone - anywhere. As an example, my wife Coni has been collaborating on the genealogy
of the Barling family with Dr. Peter Lowe. Dr. Lowe lives in Middlesex, England! I am in constant
contact with other researchers working on my family lines and they live in Oklahoma, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, and Texas. We receive regular deliveries of email from a list server that immediately
posts anything on the Wallace family that happens to enter the internet. Email is a great deal like
regular maiL. you can send pictures and lists, etc., but a great deal faster. And you don't have to
worry about the mail getting wet, bent, or broken! I am definitely hooked on the advantages of the
age of electronic access. However, as they say, "the proof is in the pudding ... ". I will relate just one
example of how well this whole thing works.
I was a great deal like the person at the beginning ofthis article. I had been looking for the
ancestors of my great great grandfather, John Wallace. I knew from Census Records that he had
been born in Ohio, and that he had married a woman named Emily Longfellow in Illinois in the late
1840's. I also knew his children's names and basically where they had gone after they grew and left
the farm. Some six months ago, Coni and I had decided to hook our computer up to have Internet
access. It was probably the best move that we have done. Now, I had been hunting the elusive
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ancestors of 2nd great grandfather John for about 18 years with no definite connections to anyone.
One day I accessed the hrtemet, went to the site of Family Tree Maker's Internet Page and posted a
query asking anyone who might spot it if they knew of any information about such and such
Wallace who had been in Oklahoma in the 1870's. About three days later, I received an email
message from a lady who said that such and such was her great grandfather, my great granduncle.
Not only did I discover a new cousin, whom I have grown very fond of, but she promised great
things to come. In the regular (or as we say, "snail mail") there arrived a package, rather thick. I
had found my gg grandfather John's family. My fourth great grandfather, Oliver Wallace, was born
in 1763 in Virginia (weren't they all?), orphaned, and served in the Revolutionary War under
General Baron Von Steuben, and witnessed Lord Cornwallis surrendering his sword to George
Washington. In the package that my new cousin Cindy had sent was not only a genealogy file on
my ancestors, but several court documents and typed transcriptions detailing the journey from
Virginia to Tennessee to Kentucky to Ohio and finally to Illinois. Only a genealogist can know the
way that I felt as I held my family finally in my hands after all those years of blind alleys and stone
walls! Thanks to another wonderful person on the Internet, I have been able to piece together a
great deal of my maternal genealogy file. I no'?' know that my maternal 4th great grandfather also
served in the Revolutionary War on the Maryland Line and that his father arrived in the colonies at
Philadelphia in 1741.

Tech Talk
Those are the glory stories, but of course, I am still searching. You will find that the
Internet is not really a great deal different from talking to someone across the kitchen table.
ALWAYS check the sources. There are many people who are genealogical "name droppers" and
name "collectors". I ran across one person who still swears up and down that he is a direct
descendant of Charlemagne! That may be true, but I will withhold judgement until I see some hard
documentation. Just be careful and proceed with caution.
If you have the hardware and the connections, here are some spots you might check out.
(1bese are URLs. A URL is basically the same thing as your street address. It tells someone where
to reach you.)

•

•

The Palatines to America
http://genealogy.org/~palarn/

Welcome to Family Tree Maker Online
http://www.familytreemaker.com/
The US Gen Web Projed
http://www.usgenweb.com/
John J. LaCombe's "Barrel of Genealogy Links" at
http://cpcug.org/user/jlacombe/mark.html

•

•
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This item appeared in my incoming email on the computer one day, and I thought it might just seem
familiar to a great many of the readers, so here it is, , .
Jim Wallace

The Elusive Ancestor
(poem by Merrell Kenworthy)

I went searching for an ancestor. I cannot find him still.
He moved around from place to place and did not leave a \1,ill

•

He married where a courthouse burned. He mended all his fences
He avoided any man who came to take the US. Census.
He always kept his luggage packed this man who had no fame.
And every 20 years or so. this rascal changed his name.
His parents came from Europe. They should be upon some list
of passengers to USA. but somehow they got missed
And no one else in this world is searching for this man.
So. I play gencasolitaire to find him if I can
I'm told he's buried in a plot. mth tombstone he was blessed.
but the weather took engraving. and some vandals took the rest.
He died before the county clerks decided to keep records
No Family Bible has emerged, in spite of all my efforts.
To top it off this ancestor, who caused me many groans.

•

Just to give me one more pain. betrothed a girl named JONES.'
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MALE NICKNAME•PROPER NAME
ABE•AB RAHAM
AL=ALBERT,ALLEN
ALECK•ALEXANDER
ALEC=ALEXANDER
ALF .. ALFRED
ANDY•ANDREW
ARCHIE•ARCHIBALD
ART,ARTIE•ARTHUR
AUDIE•AUDWIN,AUDREY
BARNEY•BARNABAS,BERNARD
BEN,BENNY•BENJAMIN
BERNIE•BERNARD
BERT,BERTIE+ALBERT,BERTRAM
BERT,BERTIE•HERBERT,ETHELBERT
BILL,BILLY•WILLIAM
BOB,BOBBY=ROBERT
CAL=CALVIN
CHRIS=CHRISTOPHER,CHRISTIAN
CHUCK=-CHARLES
CLAY-=CLAYTON
CLEM•CLEMENT
CLIFF•CLIFFORD
CURT=-CUR.TI S
DAVE,DAVEY=DAVID
DICK=RICHARD
DOLPH-=ADOLPH,ADOLPHUS
DON,DONNIE=DONALD
DOUG=DOUGLAS
DUKE=MARMADUKE
EBEN=EBENEZER
ED,EDDIE=EDWARD,EDGAR,EDWIN
FRANK.,FRANKIE=FRANCIS,FRANKLIN
FRED=FREDRICK,ALFRED
FRITZ=FREDRICK
GABE=GABRIEL
GENE=EUGENE
GUS=AUGUSTUS
HAL=HENRY
HANK=HENRY
HARRY=HENRY,HAROLD
HER=HERBERT
HOB=HOBART
HODGE=ROGER
JACK•JOHN
JAKE•JACOB
JED-JEDEBIAH
JEFF=JEFFERY
JERRY=GERALD,JEREMIAH,JEROME

1997

JIM•JAMES
JOE•JOSEPH
KEN•KENNETH
KIT-CHRISTOPHER
LARRY•LAWRENCE
LEE•LEROY
LEM•LEMUEL
LENNIE•LEONARD
LES•LESTER
LEW•LEWIS
LOU•LOUIS
LUKE .. LUCAS
LlJTEaLUTHlR
MA TTaMA TTHEW
MAX•MAXIMILIAN
MICKEY•MICHEAL
MIKE•MICHEAL
MONTY•MONTGOMERY
MOSEaMOSES
NAT,NATE=NATHAN,NATHANIEL
NEWT•NEWTON
NICK=NICHOLAS
OBEaOBADIAH
OLLIE•OLIVER
PAT•PATRICK
PETE-=PETER
PHIL=-PHILLIP
RAY•RAYMOND
REGGIE=-REGINALD
ROB,ROBBIE=ROBERT
RODDY=RODRICK
RONNIE=RONALD
RUSS .. RUSSELL
SANDY=ALEXANDER
SAM=SAMUEL
SID=SIDNEY
STA.~=STA.l'fl..EY
STEW=STEWART
TAFFY=DAVID
TED,TEDDY=EDWARD,THEODORE
TERRY=TERENCE
TIM=TIMOTHY
TOBY=TOBIAS
TOM=THOMAS
TONY=ANTHONY
VIC,VICK=-VICTOR
VINCE=VINCENT
WALLY=WALTER,WALLACE
WASH=WASHINGTON
WES=WESLEY
WILL,WILLIE•WILLIAM
ZACK•ZACHARIAH

•

•

•

•
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NICKNAMES,NAMES,AND GENEALOGY
FEMALES NICKNAMES=PROPER NAME

•

•

ABBY= ABIGAIL
ADA=ADELAIDE
ADDIE=ADELAIDE,ADELA
AGGIE=AGATHA,AGNES
ALCY·, ALCIE=ALICE
ALISON=ALICE
BABS=BARBARA
BEA, BEE=B'EATRICE
BECKY•REBECCA
BELLE=ISABELLE
BERTIE=BERTHA,ALBERTA
BESS,ETC.•ELIZABETH
BIDDY,BIDDIE=BRIDGET
BOBBIE,BOBBY=ROBERTA
CARRIE=-CAROLINE
CASSIE=-CASSANDRA
CHERRY=CHARITY
CATHY,CATY=CATHERINE
CHERRY=-CHARITY
CHRIS=CHRISTINE
CINDY=LUCINDA,CYNTHIA
CONNIE=CONSTAi~CE,CONSTANZA
CINTHY=CYNTHIA
DEBBIE,DEBBY=DEBORAH
DOLLY=DOROTHY
DORA=THEODORA
DOT,DOTTIE,DOTTY=DOROTHY
EFFIE=EUPHEMIA
ELLEN,ETC=HELEN
ESSIE= ESTHER
ETTA=HENRIETTA
FANNY,FANNIE=FRANCES
FLO=FLORENCE
FLORRIE=FLORENCE
FLOSSIE=FLORENCE
FRAN=-FRANCES
FRANKIE=FRANCES
FREDDIE=FREDERICA,FREDA
FRONNIE=SOPHRONia
GAIL=ABIGAIL
GERTY,GERTIE=GERTRUDE
GINNY .. VIRGINIA

GRETA•MARGARET
GRETCHEN•MARGARET
GUSSIE,..AUGUSTA
GWEN•GWENOOLYN,GWENEVERE
HATTIE•HARRIET
HESSIE•HESTER
HETTIE=-HESTER,ESTER
IMA=IMOGENE
INA•INEZ
JACKIE=JACOUELINE
JANET=-JANE
JILL=GILLIAN
J0=JOSEPHINE,JOHANNA
JUDY=JUDITH
JULIE=-JULIA
KATE,KATIE,•KATHERINE
KATHLEEN=KATHERINE
KATHY•KATHERim:
KAY=KATHERINE
KIT,KITTY=KATHERINE
LEE=LEORA,LEONA,LENA
LENA=HELENA,HELEN
LETTIE=LETITIA
LINDA=BELINDA,MELINDA
LOLA•DELORES,CARLOTIA
LOLLY=LAURA
LOTTIE=CARLOTTA,CHARLOTTE
LOU=LOUISE,LUCILLE,LULIA
LUCY=LUCIA.LUCINDA
LULU=LOUISE
MADGE=MARGARET
MAG,MAGGIE=MARGARET
MAISIE=MARGARET
MAMIE=MARGARET
MARGE=MARGARET
MARGO=MARGARET
MARION=MARY
MATTIE,~ATTY=MILDRED,MILLICENT
MINA=WILHELMINA,ADAMINA
MHNIE=MARY
MINTY=MINTA
MOLLY,MOLLIE=MARY
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FEMALE NICKNAME•PROPER NAME CON'T
MONNIE•MONICA
NAN,NANNY+ ANNA,NANCY
NANCY•ANNA,ANNE
NETTIE,NETTA•JANET
NINA.. ANNA
NITA=JUANITA
PAT-PATRICIA
PATSY=MARTHA,PATIENCE,PATRICIA
PATTY•MARTHA,PATIENCE,PATRICIA
PEG,PEGGY•MARGARET
PENNY•PENELOPE
POLLY•MARY
PRISSY•PRISCILLA
PRU=PRUDENCE
QUEENIE•QUEEN
RAE,RAY•RACHEL
REBA-= REBECCA
RILLER•RILLA
RITA=MARGARET
SADIE=SARAR,SADA
SALLIE~SALLY,=SARAR
SONIA=SOPHIA
SUE,SUSIE•SUSAN,SUSANNAH
TABBY•TABITHA

~y+TEMPERANCE
TESS,TESSIE=THERESA
TICIA•LETICIA
TILDA•MATHILDA
TILLIE=MATHILDA
TINA•CHRISTINA
TONI•ANTONIA
TRICIA=-PATRICIA
TRIXIE•BEATRIX
TRUDY•GERTRUDE
VERNIE•LaVerne
VICKY•VICTORIA
VIDA•DAVIDA
VIRA=ELVIRA
VIRGIE•VIRGINIA
WILLIE•WILHELMINA
WINNIEaWINIFRED
W'KENmDORENDA

•

•

ELIZABETH IS KNOWN AS:BABETTE,BESS,BESSIE,BETH,BETT,BETTINA,BETSY,BETTY,LIZ,
LIZZIE,LIZBETH,LIBBY,LILLIAN,LILLY,LISE,LISA,ELIZA,ELSO,ELSE,AND ELSPETH.
HELEN IS ALSO KNOWN AS:
NELL,AILEEN.

ELLEN,ELENOR,ELENA,ELAINE,EILEEN,HELENA,LENA,LENORA

ALSO ELENORE AND ELANOR.

SOMETIMES PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS WERE THE BASIS FOR THE NICKNAME:
AND

GINGER MEANS RED-HAIRED.

RUFUS,RED,

SHORTY,MIDGE, AND LITTLE BIT WERE SMALL, BUT TINY

IS USUALLY RUGV!

•

•
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ARMSTRONG
BALL
BARLING
BELL
BETHEL
BOOK
BOONE
83, 84, 85,

•

•

BRACKEN
BROWN
CAMPBELL
CARMACK
CARTER
CAVIN
CHARLEMAGNE
CHATHAM
CISNEY
CLINTON
COLEMAN
CORNWALLIS
COVINGTON
CUNDIFF
DONNAN
DUVALL
EADES
EDINGS
EGGLETON
EVANS
FARRIS
FIELDS
FORD
FORTNEY
FRANKLIN
FRAZIER
GARY
GOSSETT
GREEN
HALL
HANCOCK
HARLISON
HARTISON
HAYDEN
HAYS
HENSLEY
HIGGINS
HOWELL
INGRAM

89
88
91
81
89
88
86
87
88
81
84
84
90
90
92
86
89
89
90
92
88
85
89
83
83
88
79, 80
88
90
84
80
83
83
88
85
83
88
75
81, 83
88
89
83
81, 82
81, 82
85, 86
87
83

JARVIS
JENKINS
JERNIGAN
JOHNSON
JONES
81,
KENWORTHY
KINCHELOE

83,

82,

83,

LAM

LATHAM
LETCHFORD
LEWIS

LITCHFIELD
LITCHFORD
LONG
LONGFELLOW
LOWE
MALLERY
MALLORY
MARTIN
75,
MASON
MATHIS
MATTHEWS
MAYES
MCDONALD
MCELWAIN
MCKAY
MCNARY
MILLER
MOREHEAD
MORGAN
MUME
NEWMAN
OGLESBY
OLIVER
PURYEAR
RENO
REYNOLDS
RICE 75, 77,
ROBERTS
ROSE
ROTHERT
SALLEE
SEARS
SHANKS
SHORT

83,

76,
80,

87,
77,
81,

77,

80,
86,
79,

80,

84
89
88
75
93
93
75
80
83
81
88
82
82
88
91
91
85
88
79
83
81
89
81
86
84
89
83
83
87
83
79
88
87
84
83
81
90
80
81
89
84
89
81
84
85
84

77,

79
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SLAVES,CHANEY
HENLEY RUSSELL
. PHILIP
. POLLY ANN
. ROSE
SMITH
84,
SNODLEY
SOBELL
STANLEY
STEPHENSON
STOBAUGH
SUMNER
TAYMER
TERRY
THOMPSON
TOBES
TRAYLOR
TUDOR
UZZLE
VICK
VINCENT
VONSTEUBEN
WALKER
91,
WALLACE
WASHINGTON
WATKINS
WEATHERFORD
WHITEHOUSE
WICKLIFFE
WILCOX
WILLIAMS
83, 84,
WILLIS
WOODRIDGE
WRIGHT
YOUNG

85,

83,

92,

82,

85,
85,

87
87
87
87
87
88
87
83
88
87
90
80
83
81
90
80
83
83
83
79
84
92
84
93
92
90
88
88
82
82
83
86
87
88
87
89

11111

DUES ARE DUE

•

11111

Now is the time to renew your membership

•

YOUR QUARTERLY
This is your quarterly, if you have suggestions, comments or
complaints, please send them in. We can't include or correct anything
we don't know about.

•

